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NOTE: Extra Large fits most standard size Bibles and books up to 6 7/8" x 9 5/8" (244 x

175mm).Featuring metal accents, purse-style handles and removable key-chain, this is a practical

and fashionable Bible cover. This cover will fit the Zondervan NIV Study Bible, Large Print, NIV Life

Application Study Bible, Archaeological Study Bible as well as many other books.
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Bought this case as a gift for my mom, she loves it!!! The color is very nice beautiful deep dark red

wine looking excellent material and craftsmanship. I wish they made this color with out the purse

handles because I would buy one for my Bible.

I do appreciate the warm rich color and texture of this bible cover. I expect the quality workmanship

will hold up for a number of years to comes. Perhaps the only thing missing is an outside pocket on

either side that would make it easier to slide in notes, etc. rather than opening up the entire case

when on the run.Definetly worth the cost.

Love Love, this Bible cover. The ladies at church were wanting to know where I got it......My favorite

feature is, I can close and not worry about zipping....I used the fob and attached it to the zipper to

make it much easier to zip up... My other cover had the handle in the binder edge...not good..... Nice

and roomy....Couldn't ask for anything more...



This bag was perfect for my "oversized" Bible. It is very well made and worth every penny. It also

was large enough for the chapter dividers. If you are looking for a Bible Cover this is it!

It is made from very good material and very well put together. It is durable, has a place to hold pens

& highlighters, and my extra large Bible fits perfectly.

Perfect transaction and the item is exactly as described! Fits a rather large size Bible perfectly, no

worries! I would not hesitate to recommend this seller, or this product.

It is a nice looking case. Note that it is NOT leather; it is leather-like. This is not a bad thing though

because if it gets dirty, it can be easily cleaned with disinfecting wipes and not ruin the material. Fits

my bible perfectly. Wish it had an accordion pocket inside to hold a note book or flyers. Great item

for the cost and I believe it will hold up to the amount of use it will get.

The cover is excellent and as advertised. The leather is substantial. The color is even and what I

was expecting. It is roomy and I have plenty of room for my Bible, even with tabs on it. The straps

are handy to carry it.Shipping was not fast but not especially slow either, with the item arriving in

about 9 business days.
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